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Mechanical properties of granular media, including snow, investigated
by a low-frequency forced torsion pendulum

G. D’Anna
Institut de Ge´nie Atomique, Ecole Polytechnique Fe´dérale de Lausanne, CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland

~Received 20 January 2000!

The oscillating probe of a low-frequency forced torsion pendulum is immersed into various granular media,
such as natural sand, glass beads, and granular snow. A first layer of particles is in general solidly bound to the
probe surface. The principle of operation and a rheological model are presented. The measured dynamic
moduli systematically show a peak of the loss factor and a step in the absolute modulus. The effect of
moisture-induced aging in glass beads of small size and the effect of sintering of ice grains in snow are
investigated. The response of the pendulum is determined by the long-range statistical properties of force
chains opposing the rotation of the pendulum, and by the tribological processes that take place at the grain
contacts.

PACS number~s!: 45.70.2n, 62.20.Dc, 81.05.Rm, 83.70.Fn
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report is devoted to an experimental method devi
to investigate the quasistatic mechanical properties of gra
lar media. In the method the oscillating member of a lo
frequency forced torsion pendulum is immersed into a gra
lar medium, and the response to an applied harmonic tor
is measured. We discuss the various aspects of operatio
the pendulum and the data obtained in some prototype gr
lar systems: glass beads, natural sand, and low-den
granular snow. On one hand, this will provide the bac
ground for the proper exploitation of the method and, on
other hand, it will show the complex role of inhomogeneo
force propagation in a collection of particles in contact fro
a different perspective.

II. A HIERARCHY OF PROBLEMS

This section gives a schematic, nonexhaustive view of
problems encountered in granular media in static and qu
static conditions@1#. The complexity of the problem can b
appreciated by observing the medium at different len
scales. Assume that the grains have millimetric size,
zoom out from small to large length scales. At a nanome
to micrometric level one sees the asperities at the surface
two grains in contact. This is the ‘‘microscopic’’ length sca
of the system, where a large variety of tribological proces
arise. These processes give rise to microscopic forces w
can be divided, according to Bowden and Tabor@2#, into two
types: ~i! adhesionforces resulting from the formation o
adhesive junctions between the surface asperities, suc
van der Waals forces, solid bonds, capillary bridges;~ii ! de-
formationforces that result from elastic and various inelas
processes in a relatively large subsurface volume, suc
plastic and viscoplastic deformation, fatigue, surface fr
ture, and other forms of localized dissipative processes.

By zooming out to a millimetric length scale, the tw
interacting grains can be seen in full. The microscopic trib
logical forces emerge at this scale in the ‘‘contact forces.’’
particular, some of the microscopic forces emerge in a c
tact force that is proportional to the normal load, i.e., afric-
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tion force satisfying the usual Coulomb-Amontons law. T
friction force can englobe deformationand adhesion micro-
scopic forces, e.g., the adhesion forces that originate f
water capillary bridges at nanometric asperities@3#. Other
forms of microscopic forces, e.g., solid bonds between
grains in snow@4#, can emerge as load-independentcohesion
contact forces, or depend on the load in a nonlinear way

By continuing to zoom out, one reaches a ‘‘mesoscop
length scale where one can see ten to one-hundred grai
contact. At this scale the problem of the transmission of
contact forces through a granular system appears. Becau
the inhomogeneity of packing, size, and shape of the gra
the total force acting on a given grain is transmitted uneve
to the adjacent grains. In experimental conditions where
the contact forces are below the threshold for sliding, o
observes that an increasing applied force causes strai
build up along ‘‘force chains,’’ i.e., a network of stres
transmitting paths involving only a fraction of the tot
grains @5#. Because the external force is concentrated o
the small contact areas, the overall elasticity of the medi
is strongly nonlinear@6#. When the contact force between
pair of grains becomes large enough for the two grains
start slipping one against the other, one moves to a com
quasistatic regime. Each single random slip event betw
two grains has repercussions at alarge distancevia the
force-chain network, and the response of the granular
dium involves the statistical redistribution of contact forc
between a large number of grains. Moreover, if one imagi
introducing a large object into the granular system and m
ing it slowly relative to the medium@7#, at this length scale
one observes afluctuatingforce distribution resisting the mo
tion: strain is built up and released between force cha
trying to resist the motion of the object, giving a stick-sl
character to the phenomenon@8#.

Finally, by zooming out to the scale of the whole samp
what one sees is a solid body responding elastically to sm
applied forces, possibly fracturing or creeping under the
fect of large external forces. At this ‘‘macroscopic’’ sca
one naturally adopts a mean-field description@9# where the
complex distribution of contact forces and of grain positio
is averaged in a continuum stress-strain field. In the c
982 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRE 62 983MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF GRANULAR MEDIA, . . .
tinuum description the mechanical stability of a granular m
dium can be written in the form of the criteriont,mss
1c, wheret is the tangential stress across a plane within
granular medium,s is the normal stress acting on the sam
plane,ms is the coefficient of static friction, andc is usually
considered a macroscopic load-independent cohesion f
per unit surface. The criterion imposes a limit, i.e.,t f
5mss1c, on the magnitude of the shear stress that
occur within the granular medium, beyond which conta
forces are overcome and gross failure arises. Notice tha
continuum description can in principle be used down to
small length scale of a few grain diameters. However, m
of the mesoscopic physics is then lost, although the mic
scopic physics is retained in the coefficientsms andc.

III. EXPERIMENT

The torsion pendulum~Fig. 1! consists of a long cylinde
able to freely rotate around its axis, but prevented from fl
ing sideways by two thin suspension wires fixed to the c
inder and under tension. Similar apparatuses are used in
allurgy and other physical systems@10#. The pendulum is
forced into torsional oscillation by a time-dependent torq
T(t)5T0 exp(ivt) applied by using a small permanent ma
net fixed to the pendulum and a pair of external coils wh
an ac current circulates. The angular displacement of
pendulum,a(t), is measured optically. The complex fre
quency response of the pendulum is obtained fromG(v)
5T(v)/a(v) using a lock-in device. In a typical measur
ment we record the argument arg(G1) and the absolute
modulus~modulusin short! uG1u of the first harmonic of the
response, as a function of the amplitude of the applied tor
T0. We also record the argument and modulus of the th
and fifth harmonics, denoted arg(G3), uG3u and arg(G5),
uG5u, respectively, at the same time. The damping proper
of an oscillating system are well represented by theloss fac-
tor h, which is the dimensionless ratio of dissipated to sto
energy per cycle. For linear systemsG[G1, and the loss
factor is given byh[tan@arg(G1)#. For strongly nonlinear
systems as is the case here, as an approximation of

FIG. 1. Sketch of the forced torsion pendulum immersed int
granular medium. 1, suspension wires; 2, permanent magne
external coils; 4, mirror; 5, probe covered by a fixed layer of grai
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loss factor we use the quantityh.tan@arg(G1)# or h
.tan@arg(G)# with G5G11G31G5. The forcing fre-
quency (1 Hz! is chosen well below the natural frequency
the pendulum~which is about 30 Hz!. The loss factor of the
suspension wires is of the order of 1024; thus the pendulum
not immersed can be assumed elastic and the respons
duces toT(v)5Gpa(v), whereGp51831023 N m/rad is
a torsion constant.

In the experiments, the cylindrical probe is immersed a
given depth into a large bucket containing the granular m
terial. The data presented here were obtained in glass b
of diameterdg51.170.05 mm anddg570710 mm, with
polished smooth surfaces, and in uncontaminated sand c
posed of multifaceted quartz grains with very homogeno
size of about 160732 mm. The flat faces of the sand grain
appear polished and very clean in the microscope. Other
periments were conducted in granular systems compose
glass beads of different sizes, and sand of various orig
~The specification concerning experiments conducted
granular snow will be presented in detail in Sec. VII.! Some
specific experimental procedures have been adopted: F
we covered the probe by a layer of grains glued on by
epoxy and we took care as far as possible not to contami
the external surface of the glued grains with the epoxy its
Some experiments were also conducted with clean probe
faces, as specified. Second, in order to discard effects du
the construction history of the system, the probe was pus
at some depth into the granular mediumfluidizedby strong
external vibrations. Moreover, measurements were taken
ter a fixed time from the fluidization, which provided a wa
to handle moisture-induced aging effects. Such aging effe
were observed at ambient humidity in granular systems c
posed of grains with sizes less than about 200mm, but were
almost absent for grains of larger size. Measurements w
performed either at uncontrolled ambient humidity or und
nitrogen atmosphere, as specified. Finally, the whole sys
was placed on an antivibrational table to prevent undes
vibration-induced effects.

IV. RESULTS

A. Glass beads

In measurements of the loss factor, approximately giv
by h.tan@arg(G1)#, and modulusuG1u as a function of the
amplitude of the applied torqueT0 , we systematically ob-
served a mechanical behavior with a pronounced loss p
and a step in the modulus. Figure 2 shows such data obta
in glass beads withdg51.170.05 mm using a cylindrical
probe covered by a layer of glued beads, giving an effec
radius ofRe51.5 mm, and extending below the surface f
different lengthsL. The loss factor displays a pronounce
peak at a torque denotedT0* in Fig. 2~a!. The modulusuG1u
shows a step between two levels denotedGp andGlow , re-
spectively, in Fig. 2~b!. These measurements were conduc
in ambient humidity of 40%, but no difference was observ
in the dry system. There was also no difference on decre
ing or increasing amplitude.

Visual observations at the sample surface revealed tha
high torque amplitude, multiple grain slip events occurr
randomly in a large area around the probe, and a locali

a
3,
.
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984 PRE 62G. D’ANNA
failure surface was not observed. Although the observati
were with the naked eye, slip events could be detected, u
appropriate illumination, at very large distance from the
tating probe, with distances of the order of some centime
at least.

Since the mechanical behavior of Fig. 2 is very gene
we also show here the dependence of the loss peak on
geometrical parameters of the experiment. Figure 3 sh
the position of the peakT0* as a function ofL for different
Re , obtained from measurements in dry glass beads w
dg51.1u7u0.05 mm, under nitrogen atmosphere. These d
have been fitted by power laws of the formT0* 5aLb with a
and b free parameters: we obtainb.2.1, 1.9, 2.0, 1.9, and
1.9 for Re53.5, 3, 2.5, 2, and 1.5 mm, respectively. T
point-dashed lines in Fig. 3 are the best quadratic fit to
data of the formT0* 5aL2. The inset of Fig. 3 shows th
coefficientsa obtained from the quadratic fit, versusRe . The
dashed line in the inset is a power-law fit of the forma
5bRe

a : we obtain a52.1. A quadratic fit givesb51.5
3105 N/m3. Therefore, the data can be summarized by
empirical relation

FIG. 2. The loss factor given approximately byh
.tan@arg(G1)# ~a! and the modulusuG1u ~b! versus the amplitude
of the applied torqueT0, of the pendulum immersed into a granul
system of glass beads 1.1 mm diameter at ambient humidity 4
The probe is covered by a layer of glued spheres, giving an ef
tive radiusRe51.5 mm, and is immersed at two different depthsL.
The point-dashed lines on the loss data are fitting lines obta
from a rheological model~see text!. The position of the loss peak i
denotedT0* . The modulus observed at low applied torque is d
notedGlow . The response of the pendulum not immersed is a
shown.
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To* }L2Re
2 ~1!

between the position of the loss peak and the dimension
the probe.

For completeness we anticipate at this stage that the
lidity of this empirical relation is restricted to systems whe
macroscopic load-independent cohesion forces are abse
negligible, which is the case for the glass beads used her
the snow system, solid bond adhesion forces between
grains dominate and a different empirical relation is o
served~Sec. VII!. In the presence of moisture-induced agi
effects in the glass beads and in the sand, the empirica
lation remains valid provided these effects are properly ta
into account, e.g., if the position of the peak is measured
the same aging time~Sec. VI!.

B. Sand

A special experiment in sand is reported in Fig. 4 and F
5 as an example of a different mechanical behavior from
one presented in the previous subsection. The differe
arises because in this case experiments were conducted
clean copper cylinders~i.e., without the layer of glued
grains!. The data of Fig. 4 were obtained using a clean c
per cylinder of radiusR51.5 mm and extending below th
surface for a lengthL535 mm. The experiment was con
ducted in ambient humidity of 35%. Measurements we
obtained by increasing~up! and decreasing~down! applied
torque, with no apparent difference. In addition to the arg
ment and the modulus of the first harmonic, Fig. 4~c! also
shows the inverse of the norm of the third and fifth harmo
ics, denoted 1/uG3u and 1/uG5u, respectively, measured i
parallel to the first harmonic. One can see the sharp onse
nonlinearity in the system in the region of the loss peak. T
inset of Fig. 4~a! shows the loss peak with higher torqu
resolution; the peak culminates at abouth* '1.2, corre-
sponding to an argument arg(G1) of more than 50°. The data

.
c-

d

-
o

FIG. 3. The position of the loss peakT0* versusL, for various
Re , from data obtained in dry glass beads of 1.1 mm diame
under nitrogen atmosphere. The point-dashed lines are quadrat
of the formT0* 5aL2. Inset: The coefficienta of the quadratic fits in
the main panel, versusRe . The dashed line in the inset is a powe
law fit of the forma5bRe

a with a52.1, andb51.53105 N/m3 in
a quadratic fit. These data support the empirical relationT0*
}L2Re

2 .
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PRE 62 985MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF GRANULAR MEDIA, . . .
of Fig. 5 were obtained using a clean copper cylinder
radiusR52 mm andL560 mm. The humidity was abou
45%. Figure 5 shows in particular the correction to the lo
factor when high harmonics of the response are taken
account. The position of the peak and the absolute mod
are not affected by high-harmonic correction. However,

FIG. 4. tan@arg(G1)# ~a!, uG1u ~b!, and the inverse norm of third
and fifth harmonics~c! of the torsion pendulum immersed into nat
ral sand, for increasing~up! and decreasing~down! torque ampli-
tudeT0. In this case the~clean! probe is a polished copper cylinde
The point-dashed lines are fitting lines according to the rheolog
model. Inset: The region of the loss peak measured with a hig
torque resolution, showing a loss factor close to 1.2.
f

s
to
us
r

very large argument, as is the case here, the correction to
magnitude of the loss peak is relevant.

Inspection of Figs. 4 and 5 shows a sharp increase
below the maximum. This behavior appears to be related
the specific failure mode for clean surfaces since visual
servations revealed that alocalized fracture occurred in the
sand from just below the maximum to large amplitude. T
failure apparently arose at the grain-probe interface. In Fig
the progressive increase of the loss factor at low torque,
low the peak, is related to delocalized grain slip events a
the glass beads.

V. MODELING

A. Rheological model

The observed mechanical behavior is captured by
simple rheological model@11# shown in Fig. 6~a!. It is the
simplest approximation of the pendulum immersed into
granular medium. In the model, the springGp represents the

al
er

FIG. 5. The correction to the loss factor due to high harmon
of the response:~a! tan@arg(G1)# and tan@arg(G11G31G5)#; ~b!
the corresponding modulusuG1u and uG11G31G5u. The torsion
pendulum~clean probe surface! is immersed into natural sand, an
measurements are taken for decreasing torque amplitudeT0. The
point-dashed lines are fitting lines according to the rheolog
model. The correction due to high harmonics influences the ma
tude of the loss peak, but does not affect the position of the
peak and the modulus.
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986 PRE 62G. D’ANNA
suspension wires of the pendulum, while the other bra
represents the granular medium, characterized by aslide unit
with a critical torqueTc and aspringof torsion constantGg .
The ‘‘mesoscopic’’ significance of the critical torqueTc will
be discussed at the end of this section. The response o
slide unit alone is nonlinear and given bya50 for T,Tc and
by the constantT5Tc otherwise. The hysteresis loop of th
model is also shown in Fig. 6~a!. Notice that the critical
torque on the slide unit is reached when the applied torqu
equal toTc(11Gp /Gg).

The loss factor is the relative damping energy per cycle
the applied torque, given byh5Q/2pW, where Q is the
damping energy per cycle andW the strain energy per cycle
Q is the surface of the hysteresis loop in Fig. 6~a!. The defi-
nition of the strain energy is not unique and different crite

FIG. 6. ~a! Rheological model and the hysteresis loop. T
model is a simple approximation of the pendulum immersed i
the granular medium. The lower branch represents the granular
dium, characterized by a slide unit of critical torqueTc and a spring
of torsion constantGg . The upper branch represents the suspens
wires of the pendulum, of torsion constantGp . ~b! The loss factor
h5Q/2pW calculated from the rheological model, plotted as
function of the normalized amplitude of the applied torque,T0 /Tc ,
for different D. Q is the damping energy per cycle~i.e., the area of
the hysteresis loop! and W the strain energy per cycle. Differen
definitions ofW are possible. The solid lines are calculated assu
ing W to be the elastic energy stored in the springs during load
~i.e., the area under the increasing branch of the hysteresis
starting froma50, T50). The dashed lines are calculated assu
ing W to be the area under the secant modulus. The various cu
correspond to an increasingD of 0.1, 1, 10, 100, and 1000, respe
tively. Inset: The positionT0* /Tc and the magnitudeh* of the loss
peak as a function ofD, for the two definitions of the strain energy
At large D, the position of the peak is approximately given byT0*
'Tc .
h

the

is

f

can be used; here we defineW as the elastic energy stored
the two springs during loading. We adopt the notationD
5Gg /Gp , and we introduce the normalized torque amp
tude f 5T0 /Tc , as well as the auxiliary variablesy
5 f D/(11D) andz51/y. Simple algebra shows that the los
factor can be written

h5
4D

p

y21

2y211~11D!~y21!2
~2!

for y.1, andh50 for y<1. Equation~2! is a peak with
maximum occurring at the normalized torque given byf *
5(11D1A11D)/D, which has the limitsf * 51 for D
@1 and f * 52/D for D!1. In practice one can use the a
proximation f * '(21D)/D. Accordingly, the positionT0*
of the peak can be very large compared toTc if D is small.
However, the observed values ofD in this work are 10,D,
and we can assumeT0* 'Tc . The loss peak~2! is shown in
Fig. 6~b! as a function ofT0 /Tc and for differentD. The
magnitude of the peak is

h* 5
2D

p
~A11D11!21 ~3!

whereh* tends toward 2AD/p for D@1 and towardD/p for
D!1. The inset of Fig. 6~b! shows the normalized position o
the loss peakf * 5T0* /Tc andh* as a function ofD. @Figure
6~b! also shows the result obtained with a different definiti
of the strain energy@12#.# The absolute modulus,uGu can be
obtained from the slope of the secant modulus, which gi

uGu5
~11D!Gp

11D~12z!
~4!

for z<1 anduGu5(11D)Gp for z.1. Equation~4! repre-
sents a step between the two levelsGp1Gg andGp .

The rheological model provides a first, macroscopic u
derstanding of the observed mechanical behavior. The l
torque modulusGlow can be identified withGp1Gg in the
model. SinceGg@Gp the low-torque modulus is a direc
measure of the elastic parameterGg . The modulus at large
torque coincides with the torsion constantGp as measured
for the pendulum not immersed into the granular mediu
SinceD@1 ~e.g., of the order of 40 forL542 mm in Fig. 2!
the position of the peakT0* can be identified withTc in the
model. An empirical approach to the analysis of the d
consists in extractingD, and thusGg , from the modulus step
using Glow'Gg and Tc from the position of the loss pea
usingT0* 'Tc .

Fitting the data to the rheological model is in general on
relatively satisfying, although the observed mechanical
havior is close to the rheological one. In particular, the sh
onset predicted by the rheological model is observed o
when the probe surface is clean, as is the case for exp
ments in sand. Difficulties arise also concerning the mag
tude of the loss peak at largeD due to the correction for high
harmonics. Very good accord between the rheological mo
and the data is, however, obtained in Fig. 5, where the
factor is approximated byh.tan@arg(G)# with G5G1
1G31G5 and the modulus byuG11G31G5u. In particular,
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PRE 62 987MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF GRANULAR MEDIA, . . .
the modulus in Fig. 5~b! is fitted with Eq.~4! with D, Tc ,
and Gp as free parameters. We obtainD5167, Gp50.018
N m/rad, andTc56.331025 N m. The point-dashed line in
Fig. 5~a! is obtained with Eq.~2! with the parametersD and
Tc obtained from the modulus fit. The point-dashed lines
the loss data in many other figures are fitting lines obtai
with D andTc as free parameters. In general, theD obtained
from the loss data is much less than theD obtained from the
modulus. Further development is necessarily at the rheol
cal level, possibly by exploiting theoretical advances o
tained in other classes of materials@13#, like suspensions in
liquids or plasticity of metals.

B. Mesoscopic picture

In the rheological model the critical torque is the lim
beyond which energy dissipation sets in. As a macrosco
approximation of the real process, the pendulum probe
be seen as sliding in the granular medium, in a similar w
as a macroscopic body slides over a large surface. We
now to give a mesoscopic picture of this process.

1. Continuum approach

In the continuum approach@9#, t f5mss1c is the failure
limit of the shear stress that can been reached across a
within the granular medium, beyond which contact forces
overcome. The critical torque in the rheological model c
be seen as themacroscopic failure limit, i.e., Tc5Tf . We
postulate that the failure occurs homogeneously along a
lindrical vertical surface, in close proximity to the first lay
of grains fixed on the probe surface@14#, at the radiusRe
~although visual observations do not reveal in general su
localized failure surface.! For glass beads and natural sand
reasonable assumption is that there are no macroscopic
independent cohesion forces acting between the part
~see also the discussion of moisture-induced aging effec
Sec. VI!, so that the continuum criterion reduces to

t f5mss. ~5!

The macroscopic failure limitTf can be obtained by con
sidering that on a vertical plane at a depthx from the surface
of the granular mediumt f(x)5mss(x), where ms is the
coefficient of static friction, ands(x)5Krgx is the pressure
acting in the horizontal direction, withr the granular density
g the acceleration of gravity, andK a constant that charac
terizes the pressure anisotropy@15,9#. The failure torque on a
slice of area 2pRedx of the cylindrical failure surface is
2pRe

2t f(x)dx at the depthx. Integrating along the probe o
lengthL, we obtain

Tf5h frgL2Re
2 ~6!

whereh f5msKp @16#.

2. Discrete approach

In a discrete picture we need to take into account exp
itly the complexity of force transmission in granular med
The main question is,what is the force distribution opposin
the rotation of the pendulum at a given moment during
cycle? Due to the geometry, and considering that the fi
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layer of grains is firmly fixed to the surface probe, the spa
force distribution is likely to be organized along directio
almost tangent to the cylindrical probe, where maximum
strain can be built up between chains of grains, as sketc
in Fig. 7 ~top!. The implicit assumption of the picture is tha
shear stress at grain contacts oriented in radial direct
does not play any significant role compared to the comp
sive stress supported by chains of grains aligned along q
tangent trajectories originating from the fixed grains. B
cause force chains essentially support compressive stres
torque resisting the rotation has a similar origin to the d
force opposing the straight motion of an immersed obj
~Fig. 7, bottom!, i.e., the randombucklingof force-chains in
front of the object, where compressive stress is continuou
built up and released.

For an immersed solid object moving straight forward t
drag forceFd has been shown by Albertet al. @7# to be
velocity independent. Therefore we postulate a ra
independent drag torqueTd resisting the rotation of the pen
dulum, and we look forTc5Td . This approach gives us th
opportunity to directly exploit the model and the result o
tained in Ref.@7#.

We divide the system inton5L/dg discrete horizontal
layers of thicknessdg . A given layeri is stable, or ‘‘elastic,’’
until the local force between a pair of grains somewhere
the layer is larger than a criticalfriction force Fc , above
which the two grains slip relative to each other. The inh

FIG. 7. Schematic distribution of force chains opposing the
tation of the pendulum~top! and opposing the straight motion of a
immersed object~bottom!. The top distribution is postulated in or
der to develop a picture of the mesoscopic origin of the pendu
response. In the presence of a layer of grains fixed to the pr
surface~this arises if the layer is glued artificially to the prob
surface, or if the friction force at the grain-probe interface is lar
enough!, the force opposing the rotation of the pendulum resu
from compressive stress accumulated in force chains oriented a
trajectories quasitangent to the probe. Shear stress at grain con
oriented in the radial direction is assumed not to play a signific
role.
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mogeneous force distribution is incorporated into the pr
lem by calculating, first, the probability that in a given di
crete layer the local force exceedsFc , and, second, the
probability that the local force exceedsFc in all the discrete
layerssimultaneously, which is the requirement for the pen
dulum to be able to rotate relative to the granular medium
our case the source of the force on a layer is the grains fi
on the circumference of the probe such that the rotating
inder of radiusRe is equivalent to an object of transverse si
2pRe moving straight forward, which leads to the dra
torque

Td5hdrgL2Re
2 , ~7!

wherehd5msK2pA32p2/27e2 @16#. The drag torque is re
lated to the drag force of Ref.@7# by Td5FdRe . The factor
msK results from the local pressure in the horizontal dire
tion controlling the critical friction forceFc .

3. Discrete versus continuum approach

The two approaches predict a quadraticL andRe depen-
dence. This resultis in agreement with the empirical relatio
~1! obtained in Sec. IV. Although the two approaches giv
similar result, the mesoscopic picture is very different. In
continuum approach the failure occurs over a definite s
face, where the failure shear stress is overcome. In the
ture, the two parts of the fractured granular medium are o
elastically deformed, and no grain slip events arise excep
the failure surface. In the discrete approach there is no lo
ized failure, in the sense of the continuum description. S
events can arise at large distances from the rotating pr
Moreover, the implicit assumption of the discrete picture
that the rigidity of the medium is provided essentially
force chains supporting compressive stress, and the med
is ‘‘fragile’’ @17#. Notice that Eqs.~6! and ~7! differ by a
numerical factorhd /h f'2.5, possibly related to the differ
ent mesoscopic picture.

The continuum and discrete models also predict a crit
torque proportional to the coefficient of static friction. Th
will permit a further check on the validity of the mesoscop
picture by artificially changing the friction properties of th
system in the next section. Equations~6! and ~7! also show
that the position of the loss peak can in principle be used
measure the coefficient of static friction. From the fittin
parameterb51.53105 N/m3 in Fig. 3, the measured granu
lar density r51.63103 kg m23, and using b5h igr ( i
5 f ,d), we obtainh i'9.6. This givesmsK'1.2 from Eq.
~7! andmsK'3 from Eq.~6!. UsingK50.33 one obtains 3.6
and 9.1, respectively, as an estimate of the friction coe
cient.

VI. AGING EFFECTS

For glass beads with sizes less than about 200mm,
moisture-induced aging effects were observed at ambient
midity. According to Bocquetet al. @3#, water capillary
bridges nucleate at nanometric surface asperities betw
glass beads, providing a logarithmic time-dependent coe
cient of static friction

ms~ ta!5ms01A ln~ ta /t0! ~8!
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whereta is the aging time,t0 is a microscopic time, andA is
a constant related to the relative partial pressure of the fl
the dimension of the nanometric asperities, the liquid-va
surface tension, and some other geometric factors chara
izing the surface roughness. The coefficientms0 is the coef-
ficient of static friction that characterizes the dry granu
medium. Notice that in the model of Bocquetet al. @3# the
capillary force that emerges at mesoscopic scale is pro
tional to the normal load and therefore this contact fo
satisfies the Coulomb-Amontons law of static friction. A
cordingly, the moisture-induced aging effect has to be
cluded in the coefficient of static friction. This justifies th
former assumption, Eq.~5!, that the continuum criterion re
duces tot f5mss for the glass beads in question.

To control the aging effect experimentally, we exploite
the fact that capillary bridges are destroyed during the flu
zation of the granular medium. After fluidization, the cap
lary bridges will grow again with the logarithmic time de
pendence of the resulting friction force. We conduct
experiments in glass beads withdg570710 mm, at ambi-
ent humidity of 40%. Figure 8 shows the loss peak and
modulus measured at different aging timesta , where ta is
the time elapsed from the fluidization procedure. For t
particular experiment, the fluidization-induced disaggre
tion procedure was repeatedbefore each pointon a curve, so
that a single curve was obtained strictly after the same ag
time. Notice that, during the imposed aging time, the pen
lum continuously oscillates at the given torque amplitu
~see Sec. VIII for a discussion of this point!. The inset of Fig.
8~a! showsT0* as a function ofta , and the point-dashed line
demonstrates that the data align on a straight line in
lin-log plot, supporting the theoretical result that the positi
of the loss peak is proportional to the coefficient of sta
friction. The inset of Fig. 8~b! shows that the ‘‘elastic’’ pa-
rameterGlow also has a logarithmic time dependence.

A. More aging effect data

Figures 9~a! and 9~b! show more data obtained in th
system of glass beads of 70710 mm diameter, withRe
51.75 mm and for differentL, at ambient humidity of 35%.
In this case the vibration-induced disaggregation proced
was repeated before each curve~and not before each point!,
so that the aging time at which the loss peak is observe
different for each curve, as indicated.

Figure 9~c! shows the position of the peakT0* as a func-
tion of L, obtained from Fig. 9~a!, as well as the position o
the peak extrapolated as if it were observed at a unique a
time of 1000 s. The solid and point-dashed lines in Fig. 9~c!
are the best power-law fit to the data of the formT0*
5aLb. We obtainb.1.7 for the data obtained without tak
ing into account the aging time, andb.2.0 for the data
corrected for the aging time. This example shows that ag
effects have to be considered carefully in the analysis, o
erwise an incorrectL or Re dependence could be observed

VII. SNOW

We present here some data obtained in snow, i.e.,
grains in contact, although we are aware that natural sn
can be seen as a granular medium only in certain condit
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@4,18#. However, under the appropriate experimental con
tions, this system provides an example of a granular med
controlled bysolid bonds, as opposed to the usual granul
systems where adhesion is commonly of capillary orig
thus illuminating the problem from another perspective.
fact, as soon as snowflakes are in contact, crystalline bo
between ice grains grow very rapidly in time. This ‘‘sinte
ing’’ process introduces a time-dependent cohesion t
c(ts) which is expected to rapidly dominate the friction term
This means that the continuum criterion reduces to

t f5c~ ts!, ~9!

where ts is the sintering time andc(ts) is the snow ‘‘shear
strength,’’ which can be assumed independent of the loa
a first approximation.

FIG. 8. tan@arg(G1)# ~a! anduG1u ~b! measured in glass sphere
of 70 mm diameter at ambient humidity 40%, for different agin
timesta (Re51.75 mm,L519 mm!. ta is the time elapsed from the
fluidization of the granular medium, a procedure that disaggreg
the grains. The vibration-induced disaggregation is performed
fore each point. The point-dashed lines in~a! are fitting lines ob-
tained from the rheological model. Inset~a!: The position of the loss
peakT0* versus the aging timeta . The data align on a straight lin
in the linear-logarithmic plot, showing a logarithmic time depe
dence of the formT0* 5c1p ln ta /t0, typical of the moisture-
induced aging effect. Inset~b!: Similar logarithmic time depen-
dence of the low torque levelGlow .
i-
m

,

ds

m
.

in

Because of the sintering process, granular snow diff
from other granular systems in two respects:~1! The volume
fraction of snow is very low. For example, we use low
density snow which approximately gives a volume fracti

es
e-

FIG. 9. tan@arg(G1)# ~a! and uG1u ~b! of the same granular
system as in Fig. 8, for differentL. In this case the vibration-
induced disaggregation is performed before each curve, so tha
loss peak is observed at different aging times, as indicated.~c! The
position of the peakT0* , as a function ofL, as well as the position
of the peak extrapolated to a given equal aging time ofta51000 s.
The solid and point-dashed lines are power-law fits. For the posi
of the peak corrected to equal aging time we obtain a power o
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n5rsnow/r ice'0.28. This has to be compared to the volum
fraction of monodisperse three-dimensional packing
spheres, which is 0.74 for the crystal, 0.64 for the rand
close packing limit, and 0.57 for the random loose pack
limit. The usual volume fractions for granular media a
therefore around 0.6, so that a snow system is mostly c
posed of air.~2! The rearrangement of ice particles und
gravity cannot occur. As shown by everyday experience
cavity produced in the snow, e.g., by introducing a pro
will remain after the probe is extracted.

For these reasons, we have used specific probes for
periments in the snow system. The probes are clean co
cylinders of lengthL and terminating in a cone of heighth,
as shown in the inset of Fig. 10~b!. In a typical experiment,
the probe is pushed into the snow at a velocity such that
penetration is brittle@4#. That means that the bonds betwe
the ice grains colliding with the probe are broken. The
grains will be pushed aside by the conical point. As d
cussed, for example, by Fukue@4#, one expects the formatio
of a zone of high-density snow in front of the conical se
tion, and a similar layer along the cylindrical section. T

FIG. 10. The loss factor given approximately byh
.tan@arg(G1)# ~a! and the modulusuG1u ~b! of the pendulum im-
mersed into low-density granular snow, using three different pro
shown in~b!. The experimental details are given in the text. In
~a!: the positionT0* of the loss peak as a function ofL.
f
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high-density snow layer is strongly bound to the cold, met
lic probe surface, and the pendulum method measures p
erties intrinsic to the snow system, instead of grain-pro
interface properties. Small deviations from the straight t
jectory during the penetration in the inhomogeneous med
can reduce or locally break the contact between the h
density layer and the cylindrical section of the probe. As
consequence, one expects the main contribution to the
dulum response to come from the conical part of the pro

A. Results

Figure 10 shows data measured in granular snow us
three different probes. The probes are of lengthL520 mm,
10 mm, or 5 mm, with radiusR51.5 mm and terminating
in a cone of heighth52 mm. Experiments were performe
in a cold room, at213°70.1°, such that the temperature
the samples and of the apparatus was the same and
homogenous. Data were obtained in snow samples comp
of two-week-old grains. The snow was disaggregated
gently poured into a cylindrical aluminum container
about 20 cm diameter, 15 cm height. The density w
r5270 kg/m3 and the average grain diameter wasdg
'0.1–0.2 mm. The pendulum was lowered and the pro
was immersed into the sample in such a way that the con
part was at aboutx530 mm from the surface.~For the snow
we do not use the fluidization procedure.! The speed of the
immersion was of the order of 5 mm/s. The snow sample
sintered for about 17 h and each curve was obtained by
mersing the probe in another location in the sample.

As for the other granular systems discussed above,
observe in Fig. 10 a large loss peak and a step in the mo
lus, in close similarity with the mechanical behavior of th
rheological model. Notice, however, that the loss peak
narrower than in the glass beads and in sand.

The mechanical behavior of Fig. 10 can be understood
the framework of the continuum approach~Sec. V! taking
into account that the continuum criterion for this system
duces tot f5c(ts) and considering that the failure plane
composed of a cylindrical section plus a conical one. W
obtain

Tf'c~ ts!2pR2L1c~ ts!2pR2h/3 ~10!

with a characteristic linear dependence onL. This is different
from theL2 dependence obtained in the glass beads. Su
different L dependence could be used to distinguish exp
mentally whether friction or cohesion forces dominate in
given granular system.

The inset of Fig. 10~a! shows the positionT0* of the three
peaks versusL. The three points align on a straight lin
which intersects the vertical axis atL50 at about 631025

N m. By extrapolating the fitting line toL50 and using Eq.
~10!, we obtainc(ts)'6 kPa wherets517 h. The usual val-
ues of the snow shear strength in the literature@18,19# for
similar snow density are in the range of 1 kPa to 10 kPa
accordance with the value determined here. We can obtai
estimate for the shear strength also from the slope of
fitting line in the inset of Fig. 10~a!, which gives a value of
0.2 kPa, i.e., one order of magnitude smaller than previou
This result confirms that the relevant contribution to t
shear strength comes from the final conical section of

s
t
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PRE 62 991MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF GRANULAR MEDIA, . . .
probe and that the contact with surrounding snow grain
reduced along the cylindrical section compared to the con
part. The immersed pendulum method appears well ada
to performing field experiments in very low-density~fresh!
snow, where other methods are impractical@20#.

B. Sintering effect

The mechanical properties of the snow system are
pected to be very sensitive to the overall sintering state. F
ure 11 shows measurements performed at different sinte
times. In the present experiment the snow~the same as tha
used for Fig. 10! was disaggregated and gently poured in
the container. Immediately after the preparation~about 3
min! the probe (L520 mm! was immersed into the samp
and a first measurement as a function ofT0 ~by decreasing
the torque! was obtained. A single measurement takes ab
30 min. Successive measurements were then obtained
36 min, 200 min, and 1000 min. As demonstrated by Fig.

FIG. 11. Effect of snow sintering on tan@arg(G1)# ~a! and uG1u
~b!, for different sintering timets of initially disaggregated, two-
week-old grains. Inset: the position of the loss peakT0* as a func-
tion of the sintering time where the peak is observed. The das
line is the best fit to the data of the formT0* 5Atd. We obtaind
50.36, i.e., a time dependence close to the theoretically predi
t0.25 dependence for the growth of ice bonds by Colbeck@21# ~see
details in text!.
is
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the response depends on the sintering state of the sample
longer the sample was sintered, the larger the torqueT0* .

The inset of Fig. 11~b! shows the position of the loss pea
T0* as a function of the sintering time, taken at the time wh
the peak is observed.~For example, even if the first measur
ment starts only 3 min after the sample preparation, the p
is observed about 16 min later. The procedure is simila
that for the aging effect experiment of Fig. 9.! The dashed
line in the inset of Fig. 11~b! is the best fit to the data of th
form T0* 5Ats

d . We obtain the exponentd50.36. A logarith-
mic fit is not satisfying, although, because of the small nu
ber of data points, the conclusions are only indicative. A
cordingly, the time evolution of the snow shear strength c
be approximated by a power law of the formc(ts)}ts

0.36.
This time dependence is indeed close to the predictedts

0.25

dependence for the growth of ice bonds by Colbeck@21#,
giving credit to the approach discussed here.

We underline, however, that the validity of the picture
restricted to the conditions of our experiment, in particul
low temperatures, low-density snow, low frequency. In oth
conditions, the viscoplastic deformation of the ice bonds,
well as the thin layer of water formed by frictional heatin
must be considered. In particular, due to stress-induced m
ing of the ice bonds, the loss factor measured by the pen
lum close to 0° temperature can be much larger than for p
friction processes. In general, the question of the evolution
the magnitude of the loss peak has not been addressed
though it may contain valuable information on the system

VIII. DISCUSSION AND OPEN QUESTIONS

Aging and sintering experiments have shown that the
sition of the loss peak is proportional to the coefficient
static friction in glass beads and sand, or proportional to
macroscopic shear strength in snow, i.e.,T0* }ms or T0* }c,
respectively. This is indeed very surprising for the followin
reason: During a long aging time, e.g., the data in Fig. 8,
pendulum continuously oscillates at the forced frequency
1 Hz. At a torque amplitude just below and above the lo
peak, one expects that the capillary bridges are continuo
broken during the applied cycle. For many grain contacts
effective aging time can be no longer than the period of
oscillations. How can the pendulum detect friction force
that correspond to aging times much longer than the os
lation period? The same question arises for the sintering
snow. At large enough torque amplitude, the ice bonds
continuously broken and one expects the maximum sinte
time to be limited to about the cycle period.

Although we do not have a definitive answer, we spe
late that the long-term time dependence of the aging or
tering effects is observed in practice because the pendu
responsedoes not result from localized phenomenain the
granular medium. The inhomogeneous and fluctuating fo
distribution along force chainsdelocalizesquasistatic phe-
nomena, in principle, to the entire medium. A slip eve
between two grains occurring somewhere within the granu
medium has repercussions, via the force-chain network
large distances. This large-scale reorganization of the gr
that follows a slip event involves a large volume of the m
dium in the response. As a consequence, aging or sinte

ed

ed
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992 PRE 62G. D’ANNA
effects, or in general any evolution in the tribological pr
cesses, can be detected.

Recently, mesoscopic theories have been built that t
the inhomogeneous force distribution into account as a
factor, e.g., theq model @22# and the jamming theory@17#.
We believe the present work to underline the necessity
extend and improve this newly developed understanding
quasistatic, dissipative regimes. Pendulum experiment
glass beads or low-density snow show that the metho
well adapted to studying and developing notions like ‘‘fr
gility’’ and force-chain-induced ‘‘jamming’’ in quasistatic
conditions.

This work is focused on the regime where the grains s
relative to each other, but the pendulum apparatus also
vides information about the elastic properties of granu
media. All the data presented show that at small app
torque the loss factor is small, and the modulus is indep
dent of the applied torque. Under these conditions one
consider the granular medium macroscopically as an ela
body, and the pendulum response is a measure of an el
modulus. Therefore, the dependence of the granular elast
on the various tribological parameters could also be inve
gated.
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IX. CONCLUSIONS

The pendulum response displays a characteristic mech
cal behavior, with a peak in the loss factor and a step in
absolute modulus. The position of the peak can be use
measure the coefficient of static friction in macroscopica
cohesionless granular systems, like glass beads, or to m
sure the shear strength due to ice bonds in granular sn
The analysis of the response of the oscillating probe p
vides, in general, information about tribological process
and characterizes the quasistatic state of the granular
dium. When the particles, either glass beads or ice grains
solidly bound to the probe surface, the pendulum probes
long-range statistical properties of force chains opposing
rotation. The general picture that has been developed sh
the potential of the method for further developments in
understanding of granular mechanics at the mesosc
level.
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